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Abstract: The complexity of the building environment directly affects the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 inside
the building. Therefore, the paper systematically reviewed the effective and feasible measures, designs 
and relevant epidemic prevention guidelines formed in the �eld of epidemic prevention during the period
of COVID-19, as well as the excellent research and projects around the world. The study found that most of
the people infected with COVID-19 were infected indoors, but the current building design was not included 
in the scope of epidemic prevention design, not effectively resist the spread of infectious diseases, and there 
is no standard guideline for epidemic prevention building design so far. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate 
building epidemic prevention standards, and by considering the epidemic prevention design in the architectural 
planning and design stage, the use of building epidemic prevention products, healthy wind environment 
design, etc. to establish a healthy building environment can effectively reduce the risk of epidemic 
transmission inside the building. However, due to insufficient epidemiological data and pathological 
research on the risk of epidemic transmission among residents, further research on the standards for 
epidemic prevention and quantitative risk assessment methods of building is limited.
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1 Introduction

COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2 broke out in
December 2019 and was declared a pandemic 
virus by the World Health Organization on 

March 11th, 2020[1]. With the arrival of the normalization 

stage of epidemic prevention, major changes have 
taken place in human production and lifestyle[2]. In 
particular, reported cases associated with buildings, 
including residential buildings, commercial buildings, 
schools, hospitals, airports, ports, cold chain logistics 
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and other buildings, infected with the new coronavirus 
are common, attracted great attention from all walks 
of life.

Buildings are gradually becoming the source of 
epidemic infection with the greatest risk, such as 
COVID-19, and therefore an important battlefield 
for epidemic prevention[3]. However at present, the 
government and medical personnel are the main forces 
formulating anti-epidemic systems and implementing 
anti-epidemic measures, and most of the epidemic is 
transmitted in closed places such as offices, meeting 
rooms, vehicles and schools[4] . Moreover, according to 
national standards (Table2), the current architectural 
design mainly stipulates the static concentration index
of pollutants, but does not consider using natural or 
other design means to reduce the concentration and 
transmission path of pollutants in architectural design.

So epidemic protection should take a variety of 
measures at the same time[5-6], and designing a "safe" 
space to meet all basic human needs (including 
epidemic prevention needs) now and in the future 
has become a key challenge for architects today[7]. 
In terms of the whole life cycle of building design, 
operation and service, epidemic prevention should 
be considered from the planning and design level to 
improve the epidemic prevention ability of buildings, 
and the building epidemic prevention standard should 
be formulated to control the transmission route of 
COVID-19 from the source and reduce the risk of 
epidemic infection, so as to achieve the same purpose 
as the anti-seismic standard (aimed at reducing 
earthquake damage and improving the anti-seismic 
ability of buildings).

Therefore, by summarizing the current research 
standards of building epidemic prevention, including 
the s tatus, problems and prospects of building 
epidemic prevention, the paper puts forward the 
importance of establishing standards of building 
epidemic prevention, and the content of epidemic 
prevention should be added to building design disaster 
prevention system. Simultaneously, the systematic idea 
of residential building epidemic prevention design 
is introduced providing an effective and feasible 
reference and enlightenment for the formulation 
of normalization standards for global epidemic 
prevention of building. 

2 Materials and Methods

A systemic review is carried out, focusing on improving 
the epidemic prevention capacity of the building and 
reducing its impact on the transmission of epidemic 
diseases in the building during COVID-19. Systematic 
methods are used for research identification and 
selection to improve the evaluation quality and 
evidence.

2.1 Aim
The purpose of this study is  to summarize the 
relationship between epidemics (such as COVID-19, 
SARS, etc.) and building environment, discuss and
study what epidemic prevention measures can be 
taken in buildings to reduce the risk of epidemic virus 
transmission in buildings, and find out the design 
scheme that can improve the epidemic prevention 
ability of buildings by analyzing the in uencing factors
of building epidemic prevention.

2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria include research on epidemic diseases 
(such as COVID-19, SARS, etc.) and healthy buildings.
The transmission of virus, building environment, 
transmission route of virus, in uencing factors of virus
transmission and prediction of the number of infected 
people are considered, and the papers obviously irrelevant 
to building epidemic prevention were manually 
removed.
Regarding COVID-19 and building epidemic

prevention, the norms, standards and guidelines on 
COVID-19 and the peer review were screened from 
January 1, 2020 to August 12, 2022.

2.3 Search Strategy
Literature retrieval is carried out in the Web of Science 
database. Additional searches were conducted on the 
websites of WHO and the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), and national prevention and 
control policies and guidelines were searched through 
Google and Baidu. The literature included in the 
manual search study and its category percentage are 
shown in Table 1.

The retrieval strategy uses a combination of the 
following terms: COVID-19 (154176), SARS-
CoV-2 (67324), epidemic prevention (6413), building 
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epidemic prevention (473) and epidemic prevention 
standards (309). The search results are divided into 
�ve categories: Medicine and Biology, Environmental
Sciences, Infectious Diseases, Computer Science, 
Building and Others. Among them, there are still very 

few studies on building epidemic prevention and its 
standards, accounting for less than 0.3% of COVID-19. 
And no matter what kind of keyword, less than 7% of 
the research related to architecture.

Table1. Statistics of search results

Keywords
Categories

Medicine and 
Biology

Environmental 
Sciences

Infectious 
Diseases

Computer 
Science

Building Others

COVID-19 24.45% 7.70% 5.88% 2.12% 2.88% 56.97%
SARS-CoV-2 22.27% 3.28% 9.62% 1.74% 1.05% 62.04%

Epidemic prevention 12.21% 5.80% 13.75% 5.58% 2.32% 60.34%
Building epidemic 

prevention 9.09% 5.07% 16.70% 8.67% 6.77% 53.70%

Epidemic prevention 
standard 19.74% 5.18% 11.65% 9.71% 3.24% 50.48%

2.4 Study Selection
In order to carry out this research more accurately, after 
searching all relevant literature, the documents needed 
were screened in two stages , and all the documents 
were retrieved by a librarian (expert searcher) trained
in systematic reviews. In stage 1, the titles and 
abstracts of all references related to architecture and 
epidemic prevention were reviewed by 2 reviewers 
and 1 statistician (meta-analysis), and those works and 
abstracts that appeared to meet the inclusion criteria 
were selected, and the rest were excluded (in case of
disagreement, the decision will be made by the first 
author). In stage 2, the same selection criteria were 
applied to the full-text articles to con�rm these studies,
and finally the papers available for this study were 
selected to support the following, carefully analyzed by 
all authors.

3 Problems and Prospects for Epidemic Prevention 
of Building

3.1 Anti-epidemic Measures and Existing Problems
The current measures to deal with COVID-19 are 
mainly to prevent the spread of the epidemic, rather 
than precaution. The current measures are mainly 
passive protective measures taken after the spread of 
the epidemic, including quarantine, blockade, travel 
restrictions, contact tracking, limiting social distance 
and wearing masks , etc. Although vaccination has also 
been taken as an active means of epidemic prevention, 
with the promotion of vaccination, many people are 

still infected after the whole process of vaccination, 
indirectly proving that vaccination can’t completely 
block the spread of the epidemic in a good way[8]. From 
the perspective of building design, epidemic prevention 
measures of building may control the spread of the 
virus from the source before the virus is detected. 
However, due to differences in economic level and 
culture, different countries have adopted different 
epidemic prevention and control measures. 

China's prevention and control measures have 
basically succeeded in blocking the spread of the 
epidemic[9-11]. Currently China's epidemic transmission 
pressure mainly comes from overseas input. Therefore, 
China has mainly adopted the epidemic prevention 
policy of "travel restriction and Dynamic Zero-COVID 
policy". Travel restrictions mainly prevent the influx
of imported cases from abroad, while other low-risk 
cities in China can gradually lift the blockade[12]. The 
"Dynamic Zero-COVID policy" has well solved the 
problem of local outbreaks and does not affect the 
development of other cities. Facts have proved that the 
"Dynamic Zero-COVID policy" has achieved good 
success in exchange for China's overall stability and
prosperity with minimal economic cost and small-scale 
public health intervention measures.

Singapore[13] adopts an active preventive strategy 
without blocking communities and restricting mobility, 
but actively tracking and isolating close contacts with 
con�rmed patients through post hoc activities, so as to
eliminate the source of infection and keep the scale of 
infection at all times controllable. 
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Europe and the United States have adopted a limited 
public health management and mass immunization 
mode, resulting in mass immunization through natural 
immunization[14-17]. However, with the emergence of 
mutant strains (such as Omicron), this method has brought 
great hidden dangers. The United States[17] has called 
for mass immunization mode since the beginning of the 
epidemic, and the CDC issued new epidemic prevention 
guidelines on February 25, 2022, that is, 70% of Americans 
may not wear masks, maintain social distance and stay 
away from the crowded places[15]. But after the new 
year of 2022, the United States diagnosed more than 
one million cases on a single day in January 3rd, while 
the United Kingdom also diagnosed on a single day in 
January 4th, reaching a new high of 200 thousand cases. 

Comparing the epidemic prevention and control 
measures of China, Singapore, South Korea, to that of 
the United States and Europe, the current prevention 
and control modes of various countries are mainly 
divided into two modes. One is the prevention and 
control mode represented by China, which is to cut 
off the transmission route of the virus and reduce the 
continuous spread of the virus in the population as 
much as possible until the virus is barely detected. 
The other is the limited management and group 
immunization mode proposed by Europe and the 
United States, especially the United Kingdom. 

According to the anti-epidemic policies of China, 
South Korea and other countries, most of the measures 
are passive and extensively mandatory measures for the
spread of the epidemic, in which there may be some 
problems. Kissleret et al. pointed out that one-time 
social distance measures reduced the epidemic peak 
of transmission free from seasonal compulsion[18]. For 
the typical viral load and infection dose of SARS-
CoV-2, if you only keep a social distance, even if 
you keep 3m between two speakers, the upper limit 
of infection risk after a few minutes is 90%. Wearing 
masks can signi�cantly reduce the infection ef�ciency,
when both wear fit FFP2 masks, the upper limit of 
infection risk after 1 hour is 0.4%[19]. Koo et al.[20]

found that isolation measures are very effective only 
in relatively mild outbreaks (i.e. they are very effective 
in small-scale outbreaks with local outbreaks in the 
context of relatively controlled outbreaks like China),
while the effect is much lower in the context of large-
scale outbreaks in severe cases (for example, when the

epidemic in China just broke out, and the epidemic 
in Singapore continued to deteriorate after relaxing
epidemic prevention measures, etc.).

Whether it is the European and American model or 
the Chinese epidemic prevention model, taking strict 
public health intervention measures is not a long-term 
remedial measure to limit the spread of COVID-19. 
Therefore, it is essential to research building design 
based methods and scientific prevention and control 
means to reduce the spread of infectious diseases.

3.2 Epidemic Prevention of Building
Many pandemics in history had resulted in inestimable 
economic losses and casualties. After SARS, many
researches on epidemic prevention were applied to 
buildings. After the outbreak of COVID-19 epidemic, 
scholars and researchers from different industries 
launched research on epidemic prevention. The 
current research is mainly for the post-outbreak of 
the epidemic. In fact, scholars suggested long time 
ago to achieve epidemic prevention by improving 
the building environment based on building design. 
In 1939, the Athens Charter pointed out that modern 
cities should coordinate the problems of residence 
and transportation closely related to people's lives. In 
1981, the International Union of Architects pointed 
out that the discipline of architecture should enter the 
era of environmental health, focus on "residence and 
health", and consider the three aspects of "building-
human-environment" as a whole[21]. Studies have found 
that the contact distance between residents will have 
a significant impact on the diffusion of respiratory 
droplets, thus affecting the efficiency of existing
ventilation strategies[22-24], which can effectively dilute 
and / or remove pollutants in the air[25-28]. Improving 
ventilation can effectively control the diffusion path of 
virus and other pollutants and therefore reduce the risk 
of infection[29-31]. However, under the adverse outdoor 
air environment, the use of natural ventilation will lead 
to the outdoor air carrying virus entering the room, 
increasing the risk of infection. When mechanical 
ventilation is used, the virus and bacteria attached to 
the �lter screen will be brought into the room, causing
further pollution. Therefore, ventilation is the main 
measure to optimize the indoor air environment of the 
building, but it also has potential health risks[32-33].

The study on building epidemic prevention is still 
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less and not comprehensive enough, but many basic 
research related to epidemic prevention is crucial for 
the future epidemic prevention design of building, 
which mainly focuses on three directions:

1. Using artificial intelligence method, combining 
epidemiological model with medicine to study epidemic 
prediction, virus transmission monitoring, diagnosis 
and treatment, vaccine development and drug testing;

2. Looking for CO2 and other media to characterize 
the spread direction of the virus, so as to evaluate the 
infection risk of the virus and predict the transmission 
risk and scope of the virus;

3. Through CFD and other numerical simulation 
methods,  study the transmission and diffusion 
mechanism of in uenza virus and other pollutants and
the methods to improve building design, so as to dilute 
the concentration and reduce the transmission risk of 
virus and other pollutants.

3.3 Epidemic Prevention Related Standards
After 2014, the United States released many standards of 
WELL series[34-35], and classic ASHRAE standards[36-38] 
paid more attention to thermal comfort, ventilation 
and energy-saving measures in buildings. After 2016, 
China successively issued the Assessment standard 
for healthy building[39]. These standards are committed 
to improving the health attributes of building and 
enhancing the health security of residents, but there is 
no specific design standard for epidemic prevention 
of building against in uenza. The traditional standard
for healthy building takes into account the thermal 
comfort, ventilation and energy-saving measures in 
the built environment, but not the epidemic prevention 
design. Compared with the residents in ordinary 
buildings, people have not been spared in healthy 

buildings either through COVID 19 pandemic. There 
is no obvious gap of the infection risk of residents 
between both. Meanwhile, the current buildings have 
not been designed to effectively combat the spread of 
infectious diseases[40].

Therefore, with the outbreak of COVID-19, China 
has issued several industrial and local standards 
related to COVID-19 epidemic prevention, mainly 
aimed at improving epidemic prevention and control 
system, environmental hygiene requirements, personal 
hygiene protection, cold-chain food requirements, 
current limiting measures and emergency measures, 
so as to control the spread of the epidemic as soon 
as possible. These massive epidemic prevention 
guidelines may be one of the reasons for controlling 
the infectious diseases rapidly in China. Also, the 
United States has issued relevant epidemic prevention 
standards, such as Interim Guidance for SARS-CoV-2 
Testing in Non-Healthcare Workplaces. South Korea 
has issued epidemic prevention standards such as 
Classification standard for epidemic prevention 
for keeping social distance, further refined and 
classified social distance restriction measures in 
accordance with the degree of epidemic spread. 
Health by Design Building Institute in Belgium 
released IMMUNE Building Standard in June 2021, 
aiming to adopt 135 measures to assess and certify 
its resilience to withstand present and future health 
challenges, and minimize the impact of a pandemic 
and other bacteriological or toxicological threat[41].

The standard system of building epidemic prevention 
has not been formed at the national, industry, local, 
and enterprise levels. Table 2 shows some standards 
directly related to epidemic prevention.

Table2. Standards directly related to epidemic prevention[13-17, 34-39]

Nation Name Contents related to epidemic prevention

China

Assessment standard for healthy building Ventilation, air conditioning, entrance, sunshine
Guidelines for epidemic prevention design and safety 

guarantee of indoor air environment in public and residential 
buildings (Trial)

Ventilation, air conditioning, window spacing, oor
spacing, fresh air volume, water treatment

Guidelines for emergency operation and management of 
of�ce buildings for dealing with "novel coronavirus" T/ASC

08-2020

Ventilation and air conditioning, Water supply and 
drainage system, System cleaning and cleaning 

disinfection, Garbage collection and temporary storage

Technical guide for epidemic prevention and control in 
shopping malls and supermarkets

Wear masks, ventilation, cleaning and disinfection, 
cold chain food requirements, current and distance 

limiting measures
the United 

States WELL series Ventilation, disinfection, air and water quality 
monitoring
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Regretfully, after the outbreak of the epidemic,
various countries issued various standards for epidemic 
prevention measures to deal with COVID-19, but 
these standards are all in the late stage of control after 
the outbreak. So far, there is still a lack of building 
standards for epidemic disasters, and there is no 
complete epidemic prevention design standard of 
building around the world, and no early control method 
to reduce the transmission risk of infectious sources 
from the building level[3].

Therefore, for the construction of buildings in the 
post epidemic era, it is necessary to pay extra attention
to the epidemic prevention safety of long-term 
residential and public buildings for work and study[2].
In the meanwhile, putting forward to the new spatial 
indicators and standards related to epidemic prevention 
from building design[40,42]. From the whole life cycle of 
building design, operation and service, the planning and 
design of epidemic prevention at the building level, the 
establishment of building epidemic prevention standards 
and the improvement of building epidemic prevention 
capacity are of great signi�cance for the prevention and
reduction of epidemic spread in the future.

3.4 Epidemic Prevention Design Standard 
As the first systematic building standard focusing on 
epidemic prevention control from the architectural 
level, the Epidemic prevention design standard 
of residential building[43] constructed a system of 

residential space environment, supporting facilities, 
medical and health services and property services with 
epidemic prevention function, not only to prevent 
the spread of respiratory infectious diseases (such as 
COVID-19, SARS, influenza, etc.) through aerosol,
droplet, contact and other means of transmission in 
residential buildings, but also reduce the impact on 
residents health and society.

The framework of epidemic prevention design 
standard of residential building is shown in the �gure 1,
and the standard is now available online (http://www.
chinaasc.org/news/128378.html), published publicly 
and provides guidance for the global building epidemic 
prevention design free of charge, so as to ensure a 
healthier building environment. The standard also 
innovatively defines three epidemic prevention levels 
for residential buildings according to vulnerability, user 
aggregation density and immunity (refer to Section 
4.1). In order to facilitate the architectural designer to 
integrate epidemic prevention into each special design 
of architectural design at the beginning of design, 
the standard guides the epidemic prevention design 
of the building from the whole life cycle, including 
Site and General Plan, Building, Heating, Ventilation 
and Air Conditioning System, Water supply and 
drainage, Intelligence, Medical and Health Services, 
Operation and Maintenance, so as to ensure the 
epidemic prevention ability of building space design, 
building internal facilities, water supply and drainage, 
ventilation and so on.

 Table2. Standards directly related to epidemic prevention[13-17, 34-39] Continuation Table:
Nation Name Contents related to epidemic prevention

WELL Health-Safety Rating
Cleaning and Sanitization Procedures, Emergency 

Preparedness Programs, Air and Water Quality 
Management

ASHRAE Standards and Guidelines Air disinfection, water puri�cation, disinfection of
articles and ventilation

Interim Guidance for SARS-CoV-2 Testing in Non-
Healthcare Workplaces Testing for SARS-CoV-2

South 
Korea

Classi�cation standard for epidemic prevention for keeping
social distance

Social distance, wearing masks, limiting the number 
of people entering and gathering in public places, and 

suspending the operation of some public facilities

Grading standard for epidemic prevention response Social control

Belgium IMMUNE Building Standard Architectural engineering, technology, design and 
operational practices

Britain

Guidance Infection prevention and control for seasonal 
respiratory infections in health and care settings (including 

SARS-CoV-2) for winter 2021 to 2022

Protective measures such as barrier design / provision 
of collective ventilation, etc.

Guidelines for prevention and control of novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19) in food production and operation enterprises

Sanitary practices, cleaning and waste disposal, sick 
staff management, social distance
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Figure 1. The framework of epidemic prevention design standard of residential building[43]
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3.5 Application Effect of Building Epidemic Prevention
Although the design standards for building epidemic 
prevention have not been issued, many buildings 
have adopted some epidemic prevention facilities 
and building means to reduce the spread of the 
epidemic under the background of the continuous 
variation of SARS-CoV-2 and the continued severe
COVID-19 epidemic.

The current epidemic prevention design is mainly 
aimed at the epidemic prevention transformation 
of existing buildings to reduce the risk of contact
transmission and air transmission.

In order to cope with covid-19, Ligao Junyu Garden 
community in Shenzhen carried out epidemic prevention 
transformation in 2021 and established a property 
epidemic prevention system, mainly adopting measures 
to reduce contact and purification, such as setting 
contactless gate, face recognition door opening, 
elevator epidemic prevention purifier, garbage room 
purifier, etc. The effect is that there are no infected 
people in the community and successfully resisted 
several outbreaks in Shenzhen since 2021. In addition, 
the original terminal D of Shenzhen airport was 
transformed for epidemic prevention in 2021, mainly 
aiming at the transformation of air conditioning and 
ventilation system and health management system, 
so as to ensure that there is no mixed flow between
aircrew and passengers, increase the function of 
ventilation, purification and disinfection, and reduce 
the cross transmission of air. Since then, there has been 
no epidemic spread in Shenzhen airport proving to a 
certain extent that epidemic prevention transformation
can reduce the spread of epidemic virus.

At the beginning of 2022, Omicron attacked 
Shenzhen. The "0215" epidemic situation in Shenzhen 
shows that the use of some epidemic prevention 
equipment can reduce the spread of the epidemic in the 
community to a certain extent. According to the data of
Shenzhen Municipal Health Commission, a total of 1156 
people were infected in Shenzhen, of which 706 lived 
in Futian District, accounting for 61.07% of the total 
number of infected people. Among the infected people in 
Futian District, 399 (56.52%) lived in Village-in-city in 
Shenzhen, and the remaining 307 were distributed in 80 
districts. The spread of the "0215" epidemic in Shenzhen 
mainly occurred in Village-in-city. After infection cases 
were found in each Village-in-city, the epidemic spread 

rapidly and on a large scale. The infection status of 
the six Village-in-cities with the largest number of
infections in Shenzhen is shown in Table 3. However, 
there was no large-scale spread after the infection 
cases were found in the community, and the number 
of infected people was basically in the range of 1 ~ 8. 
According to the survey, most of the Village-in-cities 
with infection have poor infrastructure conditions, 
dense population and buildings, small building 
spacing, poor ventilation environment and high risk of 
transmission between buildings. Therefore, it is easy to 
cause large-scale spread infection after the emergence 
of infection sources. On the contrary, the community 
buildings have large spacing and good ventilation 
conditions, and are now equipped with non-contact 
epidemic prevention facilities such as face recognition 
and takeout boxes, greatly reducing the risk of contact.
Therefore, after the emergence of infection sources in 
the community, the transmission rate is low, and there 
is no community diffusion.

Table3. Infection status of six Village-in-city with the 
largest number of infections in Shenzhen[44]

Village-in-
city

Number of infected 
persons 

Community 
communication time

1 173 27
2 59 24
3 45 24
4 26 23
5 13 10
6 12 8

4 Discussion

The three aspects of infection source control, ventilation 
and air puri�cation are considered to be used for building
epidemic prevention to reduce the spread of virus and 
the concentration of virus in the air, so as to reduce the 
concentration of virus inhaled by residents. Although the 
current standards related to epidemic prevention have 
relatively comprehensive norms in epidemic prevention 
measures (such as environmental health requirements, 
personal health protection, isolation, quarantine, 
movement restriction and community intervention), 
there are still some problems for Epidemic prevention 
design of building, including standard basis, epidemic 
prevention products, design mode and epidemic 
prevention and control platform, correspond to the 
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following four subsections 4.1 ~ 4.4.
Subsections 4.1 ~ 4.4 are the main research direction 

and difficulty of building epidemic prevention at 
present, and also the main content of epidemic 
prevention design standards of building. These aspects 
are taken into account in building planning and design, 
effectively reducing the risk of virus transmission in 
the building[25-28]. And quantifying building epidemic 
prevention measures to reduce the risk of virus 
transmission in buildings is also an important research 
direction in the future.

4.1 Epidemic Prevention Grade and Risk Assessment 
of Building Based on Vulnerability
Vulnerability in the paper refers to vulnerable people’s 
susceptibility and the state of having little resistance 
to environmental or social change and lack of adaptive 
capacity[45]. Different living groups have different needs 
for building design, the indoor environments designed 
for the majority might be risky for the vulnerable 
groups. Therefore, the epidemic prevention design 
standard of building should fully consider groups with 
different vulnerabilities, especially vulnerable groups, 
such as the elderly, children, commuters and workers. 
China's "Epidemic prevention design standard of 
residential building" de�nes three epidemic prevention
grades of design based on vulnerability for residential 
buildings:

Grade I: applies to high-populated buildings 
for people with weak immunity such as nurseries, 
kindergartens, where serious epidemic consequences 
might occur. Other residential buildings with special 
requirements applies, too.

Grade II: applies to medium-populated buildings for 
people with physical dysfunction or weak immunity, 
such as the elderly.

Grade III: applies to buildings for people living in 
groups with strong immunity.

First of all, since children's immune systems are not 
yet mature and their ability to take care of themselves 
is weak, nurseries, kindergartens and other children's 
places are de�ned as the Grade-I epidemic prevention
of design, which is the highest epidemic prevention 
level. Secondly, due to the deterioration of the immune 
system, the elderly are vulnerable groups, most of 
whom can take care of themselves, though. Therefore, 
the buildings where the elderly mostly live are de�ned

as the Grade-II epidemic prevention of design. In other 
cases, the buildings can follow the normal epidemic 
prevention design. While vulnerable groups such as 
long-term exposed commuters and staff have their
presence in all buildings, targeted epidemic prevention 
measures are taken in each epidemic prevention level.

Compared with fire and earthquake disasters, 
pandemics such as the COVID-19 have a wider area 
of harm and greater economic and social impact. 
However, it is dif�cult to quantify the risk assessment
of pandemics such as COVID-19 and SARS, etc.,
and no relevant epidemic prevention design standards 
of building have been issued to guide the design of 
building so far. Due to technical and time limit, the area 
of the epidemic is large, and the epidemic monitoring 
indicators are dif�cult to quantify the risk of transmission
and spread. Not only the type and characteristics of the 
virus, but also indicators such as exposure duration and
infection rate must be determined. 

Therefore, architects or researchers should take 
epidemic prevention into consideration, balancing the 
epidemic prevention of building with the susceptibility 
of vulnerable groups under the guideline of "reducing 
the risk of transmission through design", which is not 
only helpful for COVID-19 prevention, but also for 
improvement of buildings to prevent the spread of 
epidemics.

4.2 Epidemic Prevention Products for Buildings
With the outbreak of the epidemic, the demand for 
epidemic prevention products such as masks and 
respirators is gradually increasing. At present, epidemic 
prevention products related to buildings mainly include 
air purifiers, face recognition, automatic temperature 
measurement, epidemic prevention and disinfecting 
products of buildings (public toilet sanitary disinfecting 
products, elevator disinfecting machines, etc.). Epidemic 
prevention materials for building mainly disinfected 
and sterilized by blocking air transmission and contact 
transmission. Excellent epidemic prevention products
for buildings can prevent virus when used in places 
with poor ventilation and high risk of transmission by 
reducing the transmission of the virus in the building. 

The virus can be transmitted through air, surface 
contact, water and other ways inside the building. 
Therefore, many areas inside the building may be 
high-risk areas for infection. For example, the elevator
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may be considered a high risk area for infection 
due to its small space area and high use frequency. 
Therefore, products to prevent air transmission which 
are able to quickly purify the air in a very short time, 
should be placed in the elevator and thus   preventing 
the virus from infecting the current and subsequent 
elevator passengers. Moreover, areas with high contact 
frequency such as elevator buttons and door handles 
are high-risk areas of contact transmission. Therefore, 
epidemic prevention products that can quickly kill 
viruses, such as nano�lm, should be used. In addition,
for regarding water transmission inside the building, 
the technology to prevent the floor drain from drying 
up and the air ow in the water pipe should be adopted
to prevent the aerosol from spreading to other rooms 
through the water pipe.

The use of air purifiers can significantly reduce the 
contact between aerosols and droplets[46], reduce aerosol 
exposure by 31% - 66%. With the increase of air flow,
the exposure and dependence on source location will
be reduced[47], and effectively dilute virus carrying 
aerosols[48]. However, current purification products 
mainly use HEPA�lter screens to intercept the virus and
have a short service life and inconvenient replacement. 
Although it can reduce the risk of virus transmission 
to a certain extent, it mainly plays the role of �ltering
rather than killing the virus in the actual application 
scenario. If it is not replaced in time, the virus will 
multiply and may cause secondary pollution. Moreover, 
the blockage of the filter in the air purifier or the age 
of the equipment will affect the effectiveness of the air 
puri�er[49-50]. Therefore, when using the air puri�er for
epidemic prevention, it is recommended to replace or 
clean the �lter at a higher frequency than the ordinary
use frequency. And the air outlet of the air purifier can 
change the flow field of indoor air, thus changing the 
path of virus diffusion, reducing the accumulation of 
pollutants, and reducing the risk of indoor transmission.
In addition to air puri�ers for buildings, it is of great

signi�cance to develop epidemic prevention materials
that can be combined with buildings. For example,
epidemic prevention materials can be applied not only 
to elevator buttons, door handles and other places 
with high contact frequency to block the way of virus 
transmission, but also to water pipes and floor drains 
to block the transmission of virus carrying aerosols 
through water pipes and floor drains, and also to air 

puri�ers, fresh air fans, air conditioners, exhaust fans
and other products to quickly sterilize. In particular, it 
should be applied to the elevator epidemic prevention 
puri�er in the elevator car, so as to meet the purpose of
rapid virus killing in the elevator.

Therefore, the development of epidemic prevention 
products for buildings should follow several principles: 
good combination with buildings, fast sterilization, fast 
identi�cation and fast alarm.

4.3 Design Mode—— Healthy Wind Environment in 
Buildings
The epidemic prevention design of buildings should 
be based on the whole life cycle, but the current 
building design mode does not combine many building 
technologies well. Diluting virus concentration through 
ventilation is recognized as an effective method to 
reduce the risk of virus transmission. The epidemic 
prevention design of the building should be designed 
by CFD and epidemiology in the design stage, so as 
to optimize the design of the building community and 
house type according to the simulation results and 
ensure the good ventilation of the community and 
house type, and to block the route of virus transmission, 
increase epidemic prevention facilities and reduce the 
risk of virus transmission in the design stage.
The existing standards mainly organize the air

flow through thermal comfort, but rarely through the 
diffusion of viruses and other pollutants. Even if there 
is enough fresh air, it cannot ensure that the virus can be 
diluted to a concentration that is not infectious in time 
in the indoor and outdoor space. Therefore, the healthy 
wind environment in the building needs to evaluate 
the ventilation efficiency in combination with the air 
distribution index and building characteristic index.
Specifically, the indicators to be combined with the 
healthy wind environment of the community include 
roads, window opening direction, building spacing, 
accessibility of infectious sources, air diffusion, etc., 
while combined with the healthy wind environment of 
the house type including air age, removal efficiency, 
accessibility of air supply, accessibility of infectious 
sources, energy utilization coefficient, air diffusion 
performance uneven coefficient of air distribution, 
etc. Designers shall design the layout of buildings, 
roads, windows, balconies, toilets, etc. according to 
the aerodynamic characteristics and the temporal and 
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spatial distribution of viruses and other pollutants 
in the air[51]. Airflow affects the sedimentation and 
diffusion of virus and other pollutants[52-53]. Not only 
can proper ventilation and good outdoor air proveto 
reduce the transmission of indoor pollutants and viruses 
through the air[54], but also reasonable building space 
organization will effectively reduce the transmission of 
viruses in the community[55].

Advanced ventilation design tools such as computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD), should be integrated into 
virus diffusion and risk assessment models. In the 
background of COVID-19, it is feasible to design 
healthy ventilation based on CFD simulation using 
more targeted methods[56]. 

In the future, COVID-19 and other respiratory 
epidemics will be simulated by CFD in the building 
community and indoor to �nd out the propagation rules
and paths, so as to optimize the layout and apartment 
layout. CFD is used to simulate the possible diffusion 
paths of virus carrying aerosols and virus carrying droplets 
in the environment where the building is located, so as 
to give the best location and orientation of the building 
monomer, water supply and drainage pipeline design, 
ventilation equipment, equipment layout location, 
sidewalk width and route, pedestrian travel route, etc. 
However, this requires long-term epidemiological data 
and in-depth pathological research.

4.4 Epidemic Prevention and Control Platform
Compared with most natural disasters, the epidemic 
caused by SARS-CoV-2 lacks early warning, prediction
and prevention and control system. It has typical 
interpersonal characteristics, wide spread range, no 
definite physical boundary restrictions, and even the 
"trans-provincial and transnational" spatial spread is 
like[57-58]. In the future, in response to the dilemma of 
uncertain disasters and epidemic outbreaks (which may 
occur at any time), the construction of buildings and 
even cities may expose many de�ciencies in planning,
design and operation.

Therefore, in order to improve the ability of buildings 
to deal with the epidemic caused by COVID-19 in 
the future, the epidemic prevention standards should 
be established to improve the epidemic prevention 
for buildings. After the implementation of epidemic 
prevention design in building planning and design 
and building products, the epidemic prevention 

requirements should also be implemented in the 
process of building operation. Especially when 
epidemic has occurred, the implementation of good 
health intervention measures, home isolation, nucleic 
acid detection and disinfection measures were found to 
be very important. Therefore, a normalized epidemic 
prevention and control platform should be established 
to uniformly manage, monitor, detect and treat the 
epidemic before, during and after the occurrence of 
the epidemic, so as to ef�ciently organize the epidemic
prevention work and improve the epidemic prevention 
ability of building operation.

Therefore, it is essential to break through the barriers 
between monitoring, detection, tracking, medical 
treatment and flow regulation and form a unified 
epidemic prevention and control platform with real-
time monitoring, rapid detection, rapid tracking, rapid 
diagnosis and treatment and rapid response to health 
and measures of epidemic prevention. And, to achieve 
a comprehensive epidemic prevention and control 
platform, multidisciplinary research still needs to be 
deeply integrated, including epidemiology, medicine, 
architecture, big data, internet of things, rapid 
prediction model, etc.

5 Conclusions

This paper reviews the status of epidemic in the interior 
of building, the current anti-epidemic measures and 
epidemic prevention related standards, and comes to the 
conclusion that the current buildings are still insuf�cient
in the design of effectively resisting the spread of 
infectious diseases, and there is no standard guideline 
in the building design for epidemic prevention so far. 
Therefore, by considering the epidemic prevention 
design in the architectural planning and design stage, 
the use of building epidemic prevention products, 
healthy wind environment design, etc. to establish a 
healthy building environment can effectively reduce 
the risk of epidemic transmission inside the building. 
The paper puts forward the signi�cance of formulating
building epidemic prevention standards, which has 
a long way to go. In-depth and multidisciplinary 
research should be carried out in the study of epidemic 
prevention. And more, we should accumulate long-
term epidemiological data and pathological research of 
epidemic hazards such as SARS-CoV-2, and formulate
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appropriate epidemic prevention standards of building 
and evaluation methods.

Since we spend most of our time in enclosed 
buildings including  home, schools, offices and other 
indoor spaces, the health consequences of building 
design, epidemic transmission and daily epidemic 
prevention must be comprehend. As described in 
the paper, the construction industry must address 
some challenges and research opportunities to better 
understand the impact of the epidemic virus on 
buildings and residents. In order to achieve effective 
epidemic prevention of building, we must have an 
overall and interdisciplinary research framework 
through which experts in architecture, medicine, data
science, artificial intelligence and other disciplines 
cooperate in coordinated efforts, so as to connect 
the parameters related to buildings, residents and 
epidemic diseases, to establish common standards and 
frameworks and assess how buildings are designed to 
support epidemic prevention and health.

Although the Epidemic prevention design standard 
of residential building has been prepared and applied 
in new residential projects, the construction cycle of 
buildings is generally long, so the effectiveness of 
the standard still needs long-term follow-up research, 
and the content of the standard still needs to be tested 
in practice. And based on operational conditions, 
quantifying epidemic prevention measures can reduce 
the risk of virus transmission in buildings.
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